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The last two decades have seen a “volumetric turn” within Anglophone social
sciences and humanities scholarship. This turn is premised on the idea that space
may be better understood in three‐dimensional terms – with complex heights and
depths – rather than as a series of two‐dimensional areas or surfaces. While there
is an increasingly diverse and rich set of scholarship accounting for voluminous
complexities in the air, oceans, ice, mountains, and undergrounds, all too often
this work foregrounds state and military‐led approaches to volume. This has
resulted in a limited methodological toolkit through which to explore voluminous
complexities as they emerge and extend beyond military and state contexts. Often
reliant on elite interviews, archives, and cartographies, there has been little critical
discussion of both methodological practice and the “flatness” of research outputs
articulating three‐dimensional worlds. In this paper we address this by foregrounding the role of immersive and multisensory methodologies (sounding volumes,
seeing‐sensing drone volumes, and object volumes). To conclude, we offer avenues for further inquiry, including attending to shifting everyday voluminous
experiences in the Anthropocene, and the need to diversify the communication of
“volume” research.
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1

| SITUATING VOLUME: MAKING SPACE FOR METHODOLOGY

Over the last two decades, Anglophone social science and humanities scholarship has undergone a “volumetric turn” (Billé,
2019). Such scholarship foregrounds the idea that space is better understood in three‐, rather than two‐, dimensional terms
– with complex heights and depths (Billé, 2017, 2019; Elden, 2013; Squire & Dodds, 2020; Weizman, 2002). Indeed, there
is an increasingly rich set of scholarship accounting for voluminous contexts and their complexities, with work on air
(Adey, 2013, 2015; Jensen, 2020; Klauser & Pedrozo, 2015; Shaw, 2016; Weizman, 2007; Williams, 2011), shifting ice
(Bruun, 2020; Dodds, 2019), watery ocean volumes and depths (Childs, 2020; Peters & Steinberg, 2019; Squire, 2017;
Steinberg & Peters, 2015), mountainous heights (Baghel & Nüsser, 2015; Gordillo, 2018) and underground subterranea
(Childs, 2020; Garrett, 2016; Hawkins, 2020; Slesinger, 2020; Squire & Dodds, 2020). Human Geography is, as Adey
highlights, “afloat with volumes” (2015, p. 55).
Such interventions, while incredibly rich, have largely retained a focus on state‐led accounts of volume (Jackman et al.,
2020). Practices of the state and military strategy are foregrounded, with interventions guided by questions of calculation,
exploitation, “control, enclosure and exclusion” (Squire & Dodds, 2020, p. 4; see also Elden, 2013; Hawkins, 2020; Squire,
2016; Slesinger, 2020). These interventions have been pivotal in shaping articulations of “volume” and the formation of a
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“rhetoric of volumetry” attentive to issues of territorialisation, access, control, and conflict (Benwell, 2020, p. 93). This
rhetoric, however, privileges “certain kinds of space, actions, relations,” and visions (Campbell, 2019, pp. 11, 14).
In order to unsettle this western and state‐centric framework, we argue that methodological interventions are needed.
While Adey suggests that this state/technocratic “gaze” is “difficult to escape” (2013, p. 53), more recent scholarship has
begun to respond to this challenge. Perez and Zurita’s (2020, p. 1) exploration of experiences of cavers navigating cavernous undergrounds in Venezuela, Cuba, and Mexico acts as a case in point. In articulating the need to attend to multiple
“imaginaries” of the volumetric, they foreground the karst’s “fissures and flows” (Dodds, 2017; Perez & Zurita, 2020,
p. 8), attending to both volumetric “geophysicalities and materialities” (Campbell, 2019, p. 16) and their “fluidity” and “dynamism” (Childs, 2020, p. 191). Further, Perez and Zurita foreground the bodily “knowledges” and embodied practices that
act on and mediate experiences of “karsts' qualities’ (2020, pp. 8, 2). Such work shares parallels with feminist approaches
that, driven by a desire to “destabilize dominant and often disembodied geopolitical discourse” (Hyndman, 2007, p. 36),
centre diverse bodies as they “negotiate and transform the geopolitics they both animate and inhabit” (Dixon & Marston,
2011, p. 445). It re‐focuses the scales and contexts commonly at the centre of geopolitical accounts and frames away from
the “global” and “grand” and toward the “everyday” (Koopman, 2011; Hyndman, 2007, p. 37; Williams & Massaro, 2013).
Alongside feminist approaches, indigenous scholarship is formative here. While not explicitly articulated in “volumetric”
terms (Elden, 2013), scholars have long‐noted the inherently “voluminous” ways in which a range of actors live through
everyday voluminous encounters. In articulating the significance of the sea to Pacific Islanders, for example, Hau'ofa
(1998) foregrounds the sea’s shoals, depths, and mobilities – and the profound ways they shape Pacific community life‐
worlds and inhabitation in volume. More recent work exploring Inuit knowledges of sea ice in the Arctic also speaks to
similar sensibilities whereby the earth and its voluminous complexities are navigated in everyday contexts (see Aporta,
2002). Here, the sea emerges as “an active agent in the making of beings and knowledge” (Barker & Pickerill, 2020,
p. 640).
Cognisant of this wider work and attentive to the relative absence of methodological discussion within Western volume
scholarship (Squire, 2017), our paper centres on the question of how everyday experiences of volume might be captured to
further expand and diversify the agenda of volume research. This paper emerges from a need to unsettle the dominance of
the (state‐sanctioned) visual that accompanies accounts of volume, moving beyond two‐dimensional maps, photos, and text
to instead apprehend and present everyday experiences of volume in ways that both recognise multiple experiential and
material registers, and lift them off the two‐dimensional page. The paper outlines three potential approaches to take this forward: sounding volumes, sensing volumes, everyday instrumentations. It concludes by reflecting on the question of communicating everyday volumes, and understanding everyday experiences of volume in the wake of stark environmental change.

2

| CAPTURING EVERYDAY VOLUMES

While increasingly diverse, existing accounts of “volume” remain approached through a limited methodological toolkit,
often tied to elite interviews, archives, and cartographies while providing little discussion of methodological practice. In
thinking with feminist literatures, alongside decolonial agendas, an entry point is provided to further diversify accounts of
volume, opening them to the “plural” and “contingent” nature of knowledge and the multitude of ways volume can be
known and inhabited (Noxolo, 2017, p. 317). Collaboration with non‐state, everyday actors and communities is key here in
challenging the ways “geographic knowledge is produced” (Askins, 2018; Basile et al., 2018; de Leeuw & Hunt, 2018,
p. 6). Here the mobilisation of community‐based participatory action research, participatory and participant storytelling, and
counter‐mapping methods to foreground different “ways of knowing and being” (de Leeuw & Hunt, 2018) invite methodological diversification.
In so doing, we can think both with and beyond traditions of embodied research. As scholars writing of diving in underwater depths have demonstrated, watery volumes confront their occupants with “feelings of weightlessness,” nervousness,
and the therapeutic (Merchant, 2012, p. 215; Squire, 2017). Approaching the submersed diver’s body through the framework of volume, Squire (2017, p. 4) calls for us to reflect on the ways we might develop immersive methodologies
enabling accounts of volume fostered from our embodied inhabitation of it. Such corporeal encounters in/with volume
recognise the centrality of the body within feminist scholarship. We also see purchase in engaging work seeking to differently approach the “micropolitical” while acknowledging that corporeality and embodiment are not the “be all and end all”
(Dixon, 2014, p. 147, 2015). Here, the full range of human and non‐human actors that both “compose, enable and give texture to volume” (Jackman et al., 2020, p. 7; Squire, 2020) can be further foregrounded.
In the following paragraphs, we think both with and beyond the body in pursuit of more diverse accounts of volume.
We draw inspiration from literatures both attentive to the “messy‐ness” of multiple and “entangled worlds” (Dowling et al.,
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2017, p. 825), and those calling for more “multisensory ways of knowing” and immersive data collection (Hawkins, 2020,
p. 235; Squire, 2017). As scholars working at intersections between airspaces and subsurface depths, we outline three
potential volumetric methods – sound, drone, and object – each designed to provoke questions around voluminous data collection and the forms of knowledge that may emerge as a result.

2.1

| Sounding volumes

Sound plays an essential role in how we make sense of the world around us, both helping us to “orient” in and to “give
meaning to” space (Saldanha, 2009, p. 236), and actively “constructing and mediating” our experiences (Gallagher & Prior,
2014, p. 267; Kanngieser, 2012; Revill, 2016). Cutting across such work are concerns around the “importance of hearing,
listening and perceiving sound in everyday life” (Gallagher & Prior, 2014, p. 267) and the “making of sonic sensibilities”
(Revill, 2016, p. 240). Responding to claims that geographical research on sound has remained somewhat “methodologically conventional” (Gallagher & Prior, 2014, p. 268), scholars have forged “amplified sonic sensibilities” (Gallagher et al.,
2017, p. 618) through the development of a range of phonographic methods and “sound walks” (Butler, 2006). Such methods facilitate greater attentiveness to both “marginal aspects of place” and its inhabitation (Gallagher & Prior, 2014, p. 268)
and the multisensorial nature of embodied experience. Writing of the construction of “accessible” sound walks, for example, Butler (2006, p. 879) describes deploying a float drifting down the River Thames in London, plotting its “landing”
points to inform the route. Comprised of 12 “sound points,” Butler’s resulting sound walk layered “binaural recordings of
the river bank” and its accompanying sounds – ebbs, flows, footsteps, “background” chatter (2006, p. 903).
While not articulated in “volumetric” terms, as Saldanha (2009, pp. 240, 237) notes sound at once “envelops” and is
“registered throughout the body,” and further, when the audible “volume” of sound is adjusted, it represents “not only a linear measure of amplitude, but a three‐dimensional quality of sound.” There is thus clearly opportunity here for sound‐orientated volume methodologies seeking to capture the three‐dimensional world in ways thus far unaccounted for. For example,
in deploying “binaural” recordings of the river bank, Butler utilises a “stereo two‐part microphone placed in each ear of the
recorder” to “pick up sound in the same way as the human head” (2006, p. 903). While certainly offering an immersive
form of recording, the growing popularity of “ambisonics” and their alternative “sonic spatialities” (Revill, 2016, p. 241)
warrant further attention.
A form of “spatial audio,” “ambisonics” is an audio format enabling a “listener to experience sound in all directions”
(Huether, 2018, n.p.). Employing a recording device comprising four microphones arranged in a “tetrahedral array,”
ambisonics captures sound not just on the “horizontal plane” but instead “from every direction surrounding the microphone” (Creative field recording, 2017, n.p.). Following the placement of a microphone, a “full 360 degree representation
of sound” around it is made possible (2017, n.p.). In practice, a binaural (or stereo) recording is locked – meaning if you
turn your head the recording remains the same. With ambisonics you can instead navigate in sound – the sound is responsive and more “realistic.” As ambisonics is associated with a “3D sphere of sound,” it is increasingly being paired with
“surround” media such as Virtual Reality and 360° video, to create more immersive gaming and journalism (Huether,
2018). While not to eschew challenges around calibration and processing (Berklee Online, 2018), ambisonics is growing in
accessibility, with consumer‐grade equipment being employed in live music and dance projects, which when paired with
360° video sees volume sonically represented and the viewer enabled to immerse themselves in a three‐dimensionally navigable scene (see for example ZoomSoundLab, 2018).
The format’s growing popularity generates questions about how geographers engage with the capturing and curation of
three‐dimensional sound‐worlds. Further work at this juncture could act to widen theorisations of volume. Consider, for
example, the Malaysian tradition of “fish listening,” in which an individual fishing “clings” to their boat, “submerging”
themselves with “eyes and ears open” to “listen for fish sounds” (Malay Mail, 2014, n.p.). While experiments with spatial
audio underwater remain nascent given the complexity of sounds that “don’t pierce waterlines” but “bounce back into the
depths” (Scales, 2019, n.p.), we can think further with this “multi‐sensory” act (Malay Mail, 2014). It remains both an
everyday navigation in volume, one attentive to fish as vocal characters (Squire, 2020), and a community practice grappling
with climate‐shifting volumes.

2.2

| Drone volumes

Drones have emerged as increasingly popular devices for a growing number of state and non‐state actors (Bradley & Cerella, 2019; Jackman, 2017; Jackman & Jablonoski, 2021; Klauser & Pedrozo, 2015; Millner, 2020). Similarly, given their
capacities to collect imagery and data, drone methodologies are increasingly prevalent (Birtchnell & Gibson, 2015; Fish
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et al., 2017; Garrett & Anderson, 2018; Garrett & McCosker, 2017). Here the drone’s ability to “maneuver freely” while
affording a “kind of surround sight” (Choi‐Fitzpatrick, 2019, n.p.) is increasingly important. While associated with the capture of “visual” aerial imagery, drones too are “multi‐sensual and multimodal,” meaning they can be outfitted with sensors
(Garrett & Anderson, 2018, p. 355; Garrett & McCosker, 2017), thus “reshaping methodological imaginations” (Fish, 2016,
n.p.). As interest has grown in the capacity of drones to generate research data, their potential to “reveal new directions
informing the volumetric turn” is being explored (Garrett & Anderson, 2018, p. 356; Jensen, 2020).
While representing increasingly diverse agendas, it remains that drone geographies have yet to be adequately “informed
by empirical material so as to afford more expansive insights into the volumetric geopolitics of the air” (Klauser & Pedrozo, 2015, p. 288). We thus see two‐fold potential for empirically rich volumetric drone methods. First, following extant
scholarship, drones could be further mobilised as research tools enabling image and sensor data collection in and of volume. As is evidenced through projects like “Unequal Scenes” (n.d.), increasingly accessible drones have been employed to
capture imagery of the “inscribed histories” of urban inequality, in a sense acting to democratise the aerial view (Choi‐Fitzpatrick, 2019). Similarly, in “Points of Presence,” Fish et al., (2017. n.p.) re‐imagine the (military) drone’s data capture,
conducting a “visual and vertical examination of undersea fibre‐optic cables” in the North Atlantic as an exercise in “creatively engaging the atmospheric element,” rather than coercively surveilling it.
Second, we see value in turning instead to the diverse communities deploying drones. While, as per volume itself,
drones are commonly narrated as tools employed by the state, communities around the globe are increasingly deploying
them in developing understandings of their everyday environments (Choi‐Fitzpatrick, 2019), particularly as these volumes
shift in the context of climate change. While not to eschew the “egis of military need” through which drones emerged
(Dodge, 2018, p. 954), examples such as We Robotics’ “flying labs,” in which drones are deployed with communities in
response to local challenges and need (Nepal Flying Labs, n.d.), provide a useful counterpoint. Nepal’s Flying Lab (2019),
for example, has deployed drones in mapping glaciers and the effects of climate change on water reserves.
Here, the employment of both conventional interviews, drone‐assisted participatory mapping, and “drone‐alongs” with
drone‐deploying communities could act as methodological tools through which to re‐approach and re‐narrate volume in
more diverse ways. For example, in a disaster recovery project following a 2015 earthquake, a Flying Lab mobilised drones
to capture imagery and point cloud data of village destruction to inform the development of virtual 3D models (Garrett &
Anderson, 2018; Meir, 2015). While working in “3D because disaster damage is a 3D phenomenon” (Meir, 2015, n.p.), the
team were centrally interested in the expertise and needs of local people in their mapping. Given that some local collaborators did not have “easy access” to computers, participatory mapping using “large rollable banners” featuring “high resolution” drone maps was undertaken, with the community “hacking” and annotating maps with local knowledge to later
inform “community discussions on recovery efforts” (Meir, 2015, n.p.). While cognisant of the longstanding power relations bound to the “god’s eye view,” we are interested in how increasingly accessible drones might act – through their
opening of the aerial perspective – to diversify and disrupt volume (Choi‐Fitzpatrick, 2019; Kaplan, 2020). Just as Harris
writes of a need for multiple vertical “experiences, practices and textures to be opened up” through “3D ethnographies”
(2015, p. 608), we imagine purchase in drone methodologies that “open” volumes as differently exploratory and navigable,
and volumetric scholarship as more multiply comprised and inhabited.
Of course, caution must be exercised. While offering exciting potential in the forging of volumetric methods, mobilising
drones requires care‐ful[l] and critical attentiveness to their data capturing in and of volume, and the range of “disturbances” that “potentially alarming” drones may prompt to both human and non‐human life (Duffy et al., 2018, p. 16; Ditmer et al., 2018). Just as Billé writes of the need to reflect on volume’s “social, political and cultural reverberations”
(2017, n.p.), so too do drones “reverberate,” resonating with diverse actors in different ways. While remaining critical,
drones may then offer alternative stories of inhabiting and knowing volume, while acting to decentre elite knowledges
therein.

2.3

| Everyday instrumentations and objects

Amid a “more‐than‐human” or “non‐human” turn, geographers are increasingly interrogating the role of objects as geopolitical actors. As Meehan et al. (2013, pp. 1‐2) assert, objects “constitute and exercise state power,” acting not as “mere vessels,” but rather agential in “transforming the networks into which they are enrolled” (see also Shaw, 2012). This is echoed
in diverse geographical work exploring discarded belongings left by migrants as revealing of the violent geographies of the
border (Sundberg, 2008), and examining how attending to “stuff” improves understandings of links between geopolitics,
militarisation, and the everyday (Rech, 2019). Such accounts are attentive to diverse “calculations” made, enacted, and
mediated by objects.
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Geographers have also employed different object methodologies, including “reading” the role of objects in popular culture (Meehan et al., 2013), interviews with elite actors (Slesinger, 2020), and reflections on the role of objects in volumetric
spatialities such as military outpost tunnels (Zhang & Crang, 2016). However, generally speaking objects – particularly
those relating to the everyday and non‐state actors – remain curiously absent in accounts of volume. We argue that there is
thus potential in re‐approaching volume through everyday encounters with objects, prompting revised reflections of instruments and attending to alternative instrumentalisations.
Interactions with the physical world offer a useful entry point here. As Harraway (2016, p. 3) highlights, the Anthropocene is characterised by a reliance – by states and companies alike – on instruments and “techno‐fixes” to try and mitigate against a voluminous earth in revolt. Flooding is a prime example, increasing in “frequency and intensity” by as much
as 50% globally in the past decade (Sawas, 2019), and prompting a swathe of techno‐fixes such as glacial lake draining.
While a “manifestation of a global problem,” flooding remains a “relational phenomenon,” felt and experienced locally
(Brace & Geoghegan, 2010, p. 284). Deploying ethnographic and archival work, geographers have thus foregrounded local
community flooding experiences and knowledges as those which can contribute to both flood risk dialogue and “flood heritage ‘from below’” (McEwen et al., 2014, p. 328). While interrogating the “concept of lay knowledge” and everyday “stories” in and as “expertise” (McEwen et al., 2017, p. 16), potential nonetheless remains to articulate such inherently
voluminous experiences in alternative sensory and material registers.
Following growing concerns around “our watery futures” (DeLoughrey, 2017, p. 34) and the communities at the forefront of climate‐shifting volumes (Squire & Dodds, 2020), we argue that a focus on the role of objects in everyday encounters with volumetric challenges marks an opportunity through which to forge volumetric methods. As waters rise,
communities around the globe are tangibly confronted with water in new ways – wading, floating, avoiding and catching
debris carried, draining and pumping it away, and left dealing with its sludgy aftermaths. Here, everyday objects are
enrolled as instruments through which to navigate, mitigate, and disrupt water. State‐led efforts and archetypal objects such
as the sandbag are accompanied by alternative and “informal, do‐it‐yourself responses” (Udelsmann Rodrigues, 2019,
p. 319). Alongside wading sticks, we see improvised “flood hacks” spanning make‐shift floats and “water bottle life jackets” for people and pets (Coconuts Bangkok, 2011). Such creative and ad hoc interventions (Zhang & Crang, 2016, p. 426)
warrant further exploration. Attentiveness to objects as volume‐making projects thus helps diversify the multiple yet often
“poorly represented” types of expertise comprising extant accounts of action in climate‐shifting volume (Suliman et al.,
2019, p. 298).

3

| CONCLUSIONS

This paper has argued for more diverse and democratised accounts of volume, outlining three approaches that work to alternatively foreground everyday volumes. Such approaches are increasingly necessary as the earth’s shifting volumes interact
with everyday lives in increasingly profound, unequal, and violent ways. As Billé (2017, n.p.) writes, we are “continually
confronted” with the changing “textures” of spatial volumes, whether through ocean warming, changing precipitation, heat
waves, sea‐level rise, or ice melt. Everyday lives and bodies are immersed within this context, “grating against” Earth’s
“textured materiality – choking on its dust,” inhaling pollution particulates, wading through submerging waters, and baking
in the sun (Billé, 2017). The Anthropocene thus necessitates further experimentation and development of methods that grapple with Earthly volumes and lived experiences of them (see Harris, 2020).
By way of conclusion, we argue that there also remains both need and opportunity to communicate “volume” research
in novel ways, less bound to two‐dimensional pages, and more experimentally communicating lived experiences of tumultuous volumes. Volumetric scholarship – while punctuated with images, maps, graphs, and infographics – too remains
page‐bound and reliant on the written word (Dowling et al., 2017, p. 828). Addressing this, is, as Bille (2019, n.p.) highlights, a challenging endeavour given the difficulties in representing (cartographically or mentally) “geopolitical forays into
vertical spaces such as the atmosphere or subterranean.” There have been, however, some powerful examples of the articulation of volume in three dimensions. While not put to work to understand everyday experiences, The Guardian’s (2016)
Underworld project, narrated by geographer Bradley Garrett, is a prime example. Using Virtual Reality, the project invites
participants to explore the “subterranean labyrinth of London’s Victorian sewers that lie active, deep beneath” the city; the
underground is cracked open, made immersive and accessible rather than distant and obtuse.
Thinking with such work while drawing on the paper’s snapshots, we argue there is also scope for more object‐orientated interventions in communicating volume research. While not explicitly articulated in terms of “volume,” the “Disobedient Objects” exhibition at the V&A in London provides a compelling example of the potentials of a stronger engagement
with the material in volume. The exhibition featured a range of everyday objects created for use in protest, activism, and
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the undermining of dominant power structures. In foregrounding objects such as a makeshift tear‐gas mask crafted from
household items, the exhibition saw the “privileging of the authorless ad hoc over a more conservative aesthetic” typically
associated with formal exhibition space (Soar & Tremlett, 2017, p. 427), while demonstrating DIY responses to inhabiting
volumes made hostile. While raising questions about how volumes are propped up, realised, and resisted through objects, it
also hints at how objects might feature more prominently in the practice and communication of volumetric research. Here,
there is potential in the exhibiting of everyday “volume” objects. This is demonstrated in the “Sarajevo Survival Tools”
(n.d.) project, wherein a virtual exhibition enables the user to explore objects created and used by the citizens of Sarajevo
during the 3.5‐year period that the city was under siege. Each object is accompanied by information about its origin and
use, photos, sounds, and an interactive 3D virtual model. This enables users to explore the creativity of citizens while experientially and materially immersing them in a space under stress (Sarajevo Survival Tools, n.d.). Together, both projects
highlight the potential of “making” as a practice through which to engage with both experiences of inhabiting volume, and
volume in crisis (Carr and Gibson, 2016), and as a lens through which to consider the potential of generating big thoughts
through small things (Hawkins & Straughan, 2014).
The ideas within this paper only scratch the surface of a wider debate. After all, to engage with volume is methodologically challenging, and to communicate “volume” off‐the‐page even more so. We aim in this paper, then, to both generate
debate and conversation about how this could take place, and to prompt further exploration of the many dimensions, sites,
scales, and senses that as‐yet remain under‐ and unaccounted for in volume.
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